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Abstract: This paper, we present a carry skip adder (CSKA) structure that has a higher speed yet lower energy
consumption compared with the conventional one. The speed enhancement is achieved by applying concatenation and
incrementation schemes to improve the efficiency of the conventional CSKA (Conv-CSKA) structure. In addition,
instead of utilizing multiplexer logic, the proposed structure makes use of AND-OR-Invert (AOI) and OR-AND-Invert
(OAI) compound gates for the skip logic. The structure may be realized with both fixed stage size and variable stage size
styles, wherein the latter further improves the speed and energy parameters of the adder. Finally, a hybrid variable latency
extension of the proposed structure, which lowers the power consumption without considerably impacting the speed, is
presented. This extension utilizes a modified parallel structure for increasing the slack time, and hence, enabling further
voltage reduction. We will implement 8 Bit, 16 Bit, and 32 Bit Existing and Proposed adders. Now we are proposing a
Real time Digital Counter or Clock Circuits using our proposed carry-skip adder. The proposed structures are assessed by
comparing their speed, power, and energy parameters with those of other adders design by Verilog HDL and Simulated
by Modelsim 6.4 c and Synthesized by Xilinx tool and proposed system implemented in FPGA Spartan 3 XC3S 200
TQ-144.
Index Terms: Carry skip adder (CSKA), energy efficient, high performance, hybrid variable latency adders, voltage
scaling.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing demand for mobile electronic devices requires the use of power efficient VLSI circuits.
Computations in these devices need to be performed using low power, area efficient circuits operating at greater speed.
Addition is the most basic arithmetic operation; and adder is the most fundamental arithmetic component of the
processor. Adders are key building block in arithmetic and logic units (ALUs) and hence increasing their speed and
reducing their power/energy consumption strongly affect the speed and power consumption of processors. There are
many works on the subject of optimizing the speed and power of these units, which have been reported in obviously, it, is
highly desirable to achieve higher speeds at low power/energy consumptions, which is a challenge for the designers of
general purpose processors. One of the effective techniques to lower the power consumption of digital circuits is to
reduce the supply voltage due to quadratic dependence of the switching energy on the voltage and addition to the knob of
the supply voltage, on may choose between different adder structures/families for optimizing power and speed. There are
many adder families with different delays, power consumptions, and area usages. Examples include ripple carry adder
(RCA), carry increment adder (CIA), carry skip adder (CSKA), carry select adder (CSLA), and parallel prefix adders
(PPAs). The descriptions of each of these adder architectures along with their characteristics may be found in [6]. The
RCA has the simplest structure with the smallest area and power consumption but with the worst critical path delay.
II. RELATED WORK
A simple strategy for the design of a single-level CSKA. The method is based on the VSS technique where the
near-optimal numbers of the FAs are determined based on the skip time (delay of the multiplexer), and the ripple time
(the time required by a carry to ripple through a FA). The goal of this method is to decrease the critical path delay by
considering a non integer ratio of the skip time to the ripple time on contrary to most of the previous works, which
considered an integer ratio. In all of the works reviewed so far, the focus was on the speed, while the power consumption
and area usage of the CSKAs were not considered. Even for the speed, the delay of skip logics, which are based on
multiplexers and form a large part of the adder critical path delay, has not been reduced.
Conventional structure of the CSKA
Complex layout
Large power consumption and area usage
Critical path delay, has not been reduced
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposing a modified CSKA structure by combining the concatenation and the incrementation schemes to the Hybrid
CSKA (Hybrid-CSKA) structure for enhancing the speed and energy efficiency of the adder. The modification provides
us with the ability to use simpler carry skip logics based on the AOI/OAI compound gates instead of the multiplexer.
Providing a design strategy for constructing an efficient CSKA structure based on analytically expressions presented for
the critical path delay. Investigating the impact of voltage scaling on the efficiency of the proposed CSKA structure.
Proposing a hybrid variable latency CSKA structure based on the extension of the suggested CSKA, by replacing some of
the middle stages in its structure with a PPA, which is modified in this paper.

The adder contains two N bits inputs, A and B, and Q stages. Each stage consists of an RCA block with the size of Mj ( j
= 1, . . . , Q). In this structure, the carry input of all the RCA blocks, except for the first block which is Ci , is zero
(concatenation of the RCA blocks). Therefore, all the blocks execute their jobs simultaneously. In this structure, when the
first block computes the summation of its corresponding input bits (i.e., SM1, . . . , S1), and C1, the other blocks
simultaneously compute the intermediate results [i.e., {ZK j+Mj , . . . , ZK j+2, ZK j+1} for K j = _j−1 r=1 Mr ( j = 2, . .
. , Q)], and also Cj signals. In the proposed structure, the first stage has only one block, hich is RCA. The stages 2 to Q
consist of two blocks of RCA and incrementation. The incrementation block uses the intermediate results generated by
the RCA block and the carry output of the previous stage to calculate the final summation of the stage.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
PROPOSED CI-CSKA STRUCTURE

PARALLEL PREFIX NETWORK
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PROPOSED HYBRID VARIABLE LATENCY CSKA

APPLICATION DIGITAL WATCH

V. SYNTHESIS RESULTS
RTL SCHEMATIC OF HYBRID CSKA ADDER

TECHNOLOGY DIAGRAM
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AREA DELAY COMPARISON

VI. CONCLUSION
A static Hybrid CSKA structure called HY-CSKA was proposed, which exhibits a higher speed consumption compared
with those of the conventional one. The speed enhancement was achieved by modifying the structure through the
concatenation and incrementation techniques. In addition, AOI and OAI compound gates were exploited for the carry
skip logics. The results revealed considerably lower PDP for the VSS implementation of the CI-CSKA structure over a
wide range of voltage from super-threshold to near threshold. The results also suggested the CI-CSKA structure as a very
good adder for the applications where both the speed and energy consumption are critical. It exploited a modified parallel
adder structure at the middle stage for increasing the slack time, which provided us with the opportunity for lowering the
energy consumption by reducing the supply voltage. The efficacy of this structure was compared versus those of the
variable latency RCA, C2SLA, and hybrid C2SLA structures. Again, the suggested showed the lowest delay and PDP
making itself as a better candidate for high-speed low-energy applications.
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